
First U ‘Spiritual Cinema’ series details! 
 

October 11, 2015 – Soul Shifts with Barbara De Angelis  

Now is the time to wake up to the true meaning of life. In her latest book, Soul Shifts, Barbara De 

Angelis advocates a practical spirituality, with the aim of connecting with your highest self on a day-

to-day basis, rather than only on special occasions, such as being on retreat. In this inspiring interview, 

originally webcast on June 18, 2015, Barbara De Angelis describes methods of shifting your focus to 

your soul level – your highest expression of yourself – and the impact those shifts can have on your 

state of being. 

Barbara De Angelis is one of the most influential teachers of our time in the field of personal 

development, and for 25 years she has reached tens of millions of people throughout the world. She 

has 14 best-selling books to her credit, having sold more than ten million copies. 

 

2) November 8
th

 – Channeling the Collective Consciousness with Lee Harris  

Many of us perceive consciousness as isolated, adrift in a sea of myriad individual minds, insolated by 

the space between us. But few have opened themselves to the vast collective of consciousness and 

connected with beings that exist beyond our physical reality. Lee Harris explains how he connects with 

the collective consciousness and channels higher beings before entering trance and channeling “the 

Z’s” who offer wisdom on intimacy and the current changes humanity is experiencing in this interview 

with Regina Meredith originally webcast July 14, 2015. 

Lee Harris’s journey as a channeler began in 1998 when he heard the voice of Zachary, who was part 

of a greater collective of 88 spirit guides. During that time, he had nearly daily conversations with this 

collective which built his skills as a chaneller and intuitive. Quite expectantly, this became his full time 

vocation in 2007. He now leads seminars and retreats all over the world and has worked with over 

1700 people. 

 

3) December 13,
, 
2015 – Becoming your Higher Self with Heather Alice Shea 

Originally aired August 4, 2015 on New Earth Journey, a BBS Radio podcast. 

Heather is an internationally recognized intuitive guide and success coach for spiritual seekers and 

holistic entrepreneurs who want to go from “what’s my purpose?” to “mission accomplished!” by 

manifesting their inner greatness and living a spiritually centered life. Through developing strong 

intuitive abilities mixed with emotional empowerment, her clients are able to break up with self-

limitation, gain clarity and momentum, and find their success-filled happy place in life and business. 

Since an early age, Heather was a profound empath, with a deep understanding of the emotional blocks 

and trauma of others. She began coaching in 2003. However in 2012, she had a near-death medical 

crisis which left her with the ability to “hear and see” energetic information. She conducts intuitive 

sessions via Skype/Phone with clients all over the world in her signature down-to-earth style full of 

humor, heart, and the occasional swear word. 

Heather received her Bachelor of Science in Psychology from the University of North Florida; 

graduating summa cum laude. Her undergraduate research was presented at the 25th Annual 

Association of Psychological Science Convention in Washington, D.C. She is a Certified Hypnotist 

with the International Certification Board of Clinical Hypnotherapy, a licensed HeartMath® Life 

Coach and Mentor, and a graduate of Marie Forleo’s B-school. She is also a past life regression 

hypnosis expert (Dolores Cannon method), and her first meditation CD debuted in Spirituality & 

Health Magazine. 

 

 

 


